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MOTIVIC DECOMPOSITION OF PROJECTIVE PSEUDO-HOMOGENEOUS VARIETIES
SRIMATHY SRINIVASAN
ABSTRACT. Let G be a semi-simple algebraic group over a perfect field k. A lot of progress has been
made recently in computing the Chowmotives of projectiveG-homogeneous varieties. When k has positive
characteristic, a broader class of G-homogeneous varieties appear. These are varieties over which G acts
transitively with possibly non-reduced isotropy subgroup. In this paper we study these varieties which we
call projective pseudo-homogeneous varieties for G inner type over k and prove that their motives satisfy
Rost nilpotence. We also find their motivic decompositions and relate them to the motives of corresponding
homogeneous varieties.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a semi-simple algebraic group of inner type over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 3 (See
Remark 3.4 for why the assumption p > 3 is necessary). We follow the terminology of SGA3. So by
definition G is smooth and connected with trivial radical. Note that in SGA3, parabolic subgroups are
reduced as schemes. Therefore we use the term parabolic subgroup schemes to include possibly non-
reduced subgroup schemes containing a Borel. Let K denote the algebraic closure of k. For a variety Y
over k and an extension k′ ⊇ k, we write Yk′ for Y ×Spec k Spec k′.
Definition 1. A G-variety X̃ over k is called a projective pseudo-homogeneous variety 1 if X̃K ≃ GK/P̃
for some parabolic subgroup scheme P̃ in GK that is not necessarily reduced.
Such a variety is always smooth since G is smooth (See SGA3, exp VIA, Theorem 3.2). For detailed
construction of the quotient of an algebraic group by a subgroup see Chapter III, §3 of [12]. Note that by
Proposition 2.1, §3, Chapter III of [12], the condition X̃K ≃ GK/P̃ is equivalent to saying that the action
map G(Ω)× X̃(Ω) → X̃(Ω)× X̃(Ω) is surjective for every algebraically closed field Ω overK. If P̃ is a
parabolic subgroup scheme overK, we will make slight abuse of notation and writeG/P̃ forGK/P̃ . Let
P denote the underlying reduced scheme of P̃ . Note that since k is perfect, P is a group scheme (See §6
in Chapter VI of [32]).
Definition 2. Given X̃ , a projective pseudo-homogeneous variety for G such that X̃K ≃ G/P̃ , let X
denote the unique (see Proposition 1.3 in [31]) projective homogeneous variety for G, such that XK ≃
G/P where P is the underlying reduced subscheme of P̃ . We callX the projective homogeneous variety
corresponding to X̃ .
By universal property of quotients, there is a canonical G-equivariant finite morphism θ ∶X → X̃.
Example. Suppose G = SL3,k. Let G/P̃ ⊆ P2 × P2 be given by the equation ∑2i=0 x
p
i yi = 0 where the G
action is g.Ð→x = gp3Ð→x and g.Ð→y = (g−t)p4Ð→y (Here g−t = (g−1)t is the transpose of the inverse of g. Also by
abuse of notation gp
n
means taking pnth power of entries of the matrix g). Then P̃ = Stab([1 ∶ 0 ∶ 0]×[0 ∶
0 ∶ 1]) = {( ∗ ∗ ∗x ∗ ∗
y z ∗
) ∣xp3 = 0, yp3 = 0, zp4 = 0}. The underlying reduced scheme is the standard Borel
P = ( ∗ ∗ ∗0 ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗
) and the corresponding homogeneous variety G/P ⊆ P2 × P2 is given by ∑2i=0 xiyi = 0. This
1The term projective pseudo-homogeneous varieties is coined in this paper to point towards a natural generalization of
projective homogeneous varieties. It is not to be confused with the definition used in [25]
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comes with the standard G-action g.Ð→x = gÐ→x and g.Ð→y = (g−t)Ð→y . We have the canonical G-equivariant
map
G/P → G/P̃
Ð→x →Ð→x p
3
Ð→y →Ð→y p
4
We want to emphasize that by Theorem 5.2 in [28], the K-varieties G/P̃ and G/P are not in general
isomorphic. Therefore, X and X̃ need not be twisted forms of each other.
In this paper we prove that Rost nilpotence theorem holds for projective pseudo-homogeneous vari-
eties. We also compute the Chow motives of these varieties and show that their motives are isomorphic
to motives of the corresponding projective homogeneous varieties. A crucial ingredient of the proof is
Theorem 1.3 which gives a characterization of when the motive of a variety is isomorphic to the motive
of a projective homogeneous variety. The proof of this theorem is independent of the characteristic of
the base field and might be useful for other applications.
1.1. Notations. Throughout this paper k is a perfect field of characteristic p > 3 and K denotes the
algebraic closure of k. Gm denotes the usual multiplicative group. G denotes a semi-simple algebraic
group of inner type over k. The set of vertices of the Dynkin diagram of G (or equivalently the set
of conjugacy classes of maximal parabolics in GK) is denoted by ∆G. For a field extension E of k,
τE ⊆ ∆G denotes the subset that contain the classes of those maximal parabolics in GK defined over E.
Given a parabolic subgroup scheme P̃ , P denotes the underlying reduced subscheme. If X̃ is a projective
pseudo-homogeneous variety thenX denotes the corresponding projective homogeneous variety.
Λ denotes a connected, finite, associative unital commutative ring. An example to keep in mind is a
finite field of some prime characteristic. Let Chow(k,Λ) denote the category of Chow motives over k
with coefficients in Λ. Detailed exposition of Chow(k,Λ) can be found in [13]. For a varietyX ,M(X)
denotes the Chow motive of X . By Chi(X) and Chi(X) we mean the ith Chow group of X graded by
dimension and codimension respectively. The Tate motiveM(Spec k){i} is denoted by Λ{i} (The nota-
tion Λ{i} is equal to Λ(i)[2i] in Voevodsky’s category of motives). For a motiveM ,M{i} ∶=M ⊗Λ{i}.
1.2. Statements of Main Results. We say that Krull-Schmidt principle holds for an object in an additive
category if it is isomorphic uniquely to direct sum of indecomposable summands (up to permutation).
Let X be a k-variety. Recall from Karpenko’s paper [24] that a summandM ofM(X) is called upper
if Ch0(M) ≠ 0. See Lemma 2.8 in [24] for more details. If the motive of X satisfies Krull-Schmidt
principle, let UX denote the unique upper indecomposable summand of M(X). It is well known that
the motives of projective homogeneous varieties satisfy Krull-Schmidt principle (see Corollary 2.6) in
Chow(k,Λ). If Xτ is projective homogeneous corresponding to the subset τ ⊆ ∆G (see §2.1), we write
Uτ for the upper indecomposable summand ofM(Xτ).
Theorem 1.1. (Rost Nilpotence for Projective Pseudo-Homogeneous Varieties) Let X̃ be a projective
pseudo-homogeneous variety for a semi-simple groupG of inner type over k. Then the kernel of the base
change map
End(M(X̃))→ End(M(X̃K))
f ↦ f ⊗K
consists of nilpotents.
Proof. See §4. 
Theorem 1.2. The Krull-Schmidt principle holds for any shift of any summand of the motive of a projec-
tive pseudo-homogeneous variety for G.
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Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.1, Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 5.3. 
The following theorem gives a characterization of when the motive of a variety is isomorphic to the
motive a projective homogeneous variety and is independent of the characteristic of the base field k.
In particular, it holds for characteristic zero as well. Recall that a k-variety Z is geometrically split if
M(ZK) is isomorphic to a direct sum of Tate motives.
Theorem 1.3. Let X be projective G-homogeneous variety over k. Let Z be any geometrically split
projective k-variety whose motive satisfies the Rost nilpotence principle such that the following holds in
Chow(k,Λ):
(1) UX ≃ UZ
(2) M(XL) ≃M(ZL) where L = k(X)
ThenM(X) ≃M(Z).
Proof. See §6.1. 
Remark 1.4. In the above theorem,M(Z) satisfies Krull-Schmidt by Theorem 2.3 and hence the upper
motive UZ of Z is well-defined.
As an application of the above theorem we derive the following main result.
Theorem 1.5. Let X̃ be a projective pseudo-homogeneous variety forG and letX be the corresponding
projective homogeneous variety. Then in the category of motives Chow(k,Λ)
M(X) ≃M(X̃)
In particular, by Theorem 2.7 every indecomposable summand inM(X̃) is a shift of some upper motive
Uτ satisfying τk(X) ⊆ τ .
Proof. See §6.2. 
Let A be a central simple algebra of degree n over k. Let X = X(d1, d2,⋯, dm,A) be the variety of
right ideals of reduced dimensions 1 ≤ d1 < d2 < ⋯ < dm ≤ n. Note that X is projective homogeneous
for G = PGL(A). Write XK ≃ G/P for some parabolic subgroup P . Let A(p) = A ⊗Fr k and X(p) =
X ×Fr Spec k where Fr ∶ k → k is the Frobenius morphism. Then it is easy to see that X(p)K ≃ G/P̃
where P̃ = GpP and Gp is the kernel of the Frobenius morphism Fr ∶ G → G(p). Moreover, X is the
projective homogeneous variety corresponding toX(p).
An easy consequence of Theorem 1.5 is the following.
Corollary 1.6. For a central simple algebraA over k of degree n, letB denote the central simple algebra
of degree n that is Brauer equivalent to A⊗p. Then in the category Chow(k,Λ), the motives of twisted
flag varietiesX(d1, d2,⋯, dm,A) andX(d1, d2,⋯, dm,B) are isomorphic. That is,
M(X(d1, d2,⋯, dm,A)) ≃M(X(d1, d2,⋯, dm,B))
Taking m = 1, we get M(SBd(A)) ≃ M(SBd(B)) for twisted Grassmannians. In particular, for the
case of Severi-Brauer varieties we haveM(SB(A)) ≃M(SB(B)).
Proof. Note that B = A(p) by Theorem 3.9 in [26] (see also Proposition 3.2 in [14]). Therefore,
M(X(d1, d2,⋯, dm,B)) ≃M(X(d1, d2,⋯, dm,A(p)))
≃M(X(d1, d2,⋯, dm,A)(p)) (by functoriality of the Frobenius)
≃M(X(d1, d2,⋯, dm,A)) (by Theorem 1.5)
The rest follows easily. 
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Remark 1.7. Let A be a central simple algebra over k with exponent (i.e., the order of its Brauer class
as an element in the Brauer group) not dividing p2 − 1. Let X = SB(A) be the Severi-Brauer variety
associated with A and let X(p) = SB(A)(p) ≃ SB(A(p)). Then by Corollary 1.6,M(X) andM(X(p))
are isomorphic in Chow(k,Λ) for all coefficient rings Λ that are finite fields (of any characteristic).
But they are not isomorphic in the integral Chow motive category Chow(k,Z). Indeed, if they were
isomorphic in Chow(k,Z), Criterion 7.1 in [22] would imply that A(p) is isomorphic either to A or its
opposite Aop . Since A(p) is Brauer equivalent to A⊗p by Proposition 3.2 in [14], this contradicts our
assumption on the exponent of A. Therefore we get examples of varieties whose motives are isomorphic
over all finite field coefficients but not over integral coefficients.
1.3. Outline. In §2 we briefly recall the facts known about projective homogeneous varieties and their
motives. In §3 we give motivic decompositions of projective pseudo-homogeneous varieties for isotropic
G and relate them to corresponding projective homogeneous varieties. In §4 we prove that Rost nilpo-
tence holds for such varieties. In §5 we study their cellular structure and compute their motives when
G is split. Finally, in §6 we compute the motivic decompositions of projective pseudo-homogeneous
variety and relate them to the decompositions of corresponding projective homogeneous varieties.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Projective pseudo-homogeneous varieties are extensively studied in the literature when k = K is al-
gebraically closed. We give a brief survey on what is known so far. In [37], Wenzel has classified all
parabolic subgroup schemes P̃ and in [38] he proved that the varieties G/P̃ are rational. Using this clas-
sification, de Salas in [34] has classified allG/P̃ . The varieties of the formG/P̃ where P̃ is any parabolic
subgroup scheme that may or may not be reduced are known as parabolic varieties in [34]. Lauritzen and
Haboush answered many interesting questions about the geometry of these varieties including canonical
line bundles, vanishing theorems and Frobenius splitting in [30], [17] and [28]. Lauritzen also gave a
geometric construction of G/P̃ in [29] where he realizes these varieties as the G-orbit of a Borel stable
line in projective space. They have rich structure and behave quite differently from the analogous gener-
alized flag varieties (or simply flag varieties) G/P where P is smooth. For example, in [28], Lauritzen
has shown that under mild assumptions on G, G/P̃ is isomorphic to a flag variety if and only if G/P̃ is
Frobenius split. The varieties of the form G/P̃ that it does not admit an isomorphism to a flag variety
are known as varieties of unseparated flags or simply vufs in [17]. In particular, G/P and G/P̃ are
not isomorphic in general. Moreover, in [17] one can find explicit examples of VUFs which illustrate
that unlike generalized flag varieties, vanishing theorem for ample line bundles and Kodaira’s vanishing
theorem break down. So over algebraically closed fields, although these varieties exhibit a lot of strange
phenomena, they are well understood and it is straightforward to compute their Chow motives (see §5).
However, when k is not algebraically closed, nothing much is known about them unlike the analogous
projective homogeneous varieties. Projective homogeneous varieties are quite thoroughly studied in the
literature ([1], [16], [13] and [27]) and so are their Chow motives ([6], [7], [9], [23] and [24]). Therefore
it is natural to study projective pseudo-homogeneous varieties and ask if they exhibit any similarity to
projective homogeneous varieties.
2.1. Projective Homogeneous Varieties. In this section we recall some facts known about projective
homogeneous varieties. A G-variety X is called a projective homogeneous variety if XK ≃ G/P for
some parabolic subgroup P (which by definition is smooth).
The subsets of ∆G are in natural one-to-one correspondence with the set of conjugacy classes of
parabolic subgroups in GK defined as follows: the conjugacy class corresponding τ ⊆ ∆G is the one
containing the intersection of all maximal parabolics in τ that contain a given Borel B in GK . For any
subset τ ⊆ ∆G, we writeXτ orXτ,G for the projective homogeneous variety of parabolic subgroups in G
of the type τ . For instance, X∆G is the variety of the Borel subgroups. Any projective G-homogeneous
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variety is isomorphic to Xτ for some τ . Let us recall some of the results known about the motives of
projective homogeneous varieties.
In [6], Brosnan gave a description about the summands of the motive of projective G-homogeneous
varieties for isotropic G.
Theorem 2.1. (Corollary 4.1 in [6]) Let X be a projectiveG-homogeneous variety over k. Assume G is
isotropic and let λ ∶ Gm → G be an embedding of a k-split torus. Then
M(X) =∐M(Zi){ai}
where Zi are connected components of the fixed point locus Xλ. Moreover, Zi are projective homoge-
neous for the centralizer H of λ and the twists ai are the dimensions of the positive eigenspace of the
action of λ on the tangent space of X at an arbitrary point z ∈ Zi.
In [6], he proved that these varieties also satisfy Rost nilpotence principle. This is originally due to
Chernousov, Gille and Merkurjev (Theorem 8.2 in [9]).
Theorem 2.2. (Theorem 5.1 in [6]) Let X be a projective G-homogeneous variety. Then the kernel of
the map
End(M(X)) → End(M(XK))
f ↦ f ⊗K
consists of nilpotent endomorphisms.
A very useful consequence of Rost nilpotence is the following result which can be found in Karpenko’s
paper [24].
Theorem 2.3. (Corollary 2.6 in [24]) Assume that the coefficient ringΛ is finite. The Krull-Schmidt prin-
ciple holds for any shift of any summand of the motive of any geometrically split variety in Chow(k,Λ)
that satisfies Rost nilpotence principle.
A very useful technique to decompose a motive is due to Rost ([33]) and Karpenko ([21]). We state
this below for convenience of the reader.
Theorem 2.4. ([9], [10], [21]) Let X be a smooth, projective variety over a field k with a filtration
X =Xn ⊇ Xn−1 ⊇ ⋯ ⊇X0 ⊇ X−1 = ∅
where theXi are closed subvarieties. Assume that, for each integer i ∈ [0, n], there is a smooth projective
variety Zi and an affine fibration φi ∶ Xi −Xi−1 → Zi of relative dimension ai. Then, in the category of
correspondences,
M(X) =
n
∐
i=0
M(Zi){ai}
A situation where the above theorem can be applied is when X is a smooth projective variety with
a Gm-action. The following result is due to Iversen ([19]), Biyałnicki-Birula ([2], [3]) and Hesselink
([18]). See Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 in [6] for more details.
Theorem 2.5. ([2], [3], [18], [19]) Let X be a smooth projective scheme over k equipped with an action
of Gm. Then,
M(X) =∐
i
M(Zi){ai}
where Zi are connected components of XGm and ai are dimensions of the positive eigenspace of the
action of Gm on the tangent space of X at an arbitrary point in Zi.
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Observe that any projective homogeneous variety over k is geometrically cellular i.e., has cellular
decomposition (see Definition 3.2 in [20]) over the algebraic closure K and therefore by Theorem 2.4
is geometrically split i.e., its motive splits into direct sum of Tate motives over K. An important con-
sequence of this fact, Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 is the following corollary. This is also proved by
Chernousov and Merkurjev (Corollary 35 in [8]).
Corollary 2.6. The Krull-Schmidt principle holds for any shift of any summand of the motive of projective
homogeneous varieties in Chow(k,Λ).
The upper indecomposable motives of projective homogeneous varieties are the basic building blocks
as proved by Karpenko in [24].
Theorem 2.7. (Theorem 3.5 in [24]) Let X be a projective G-homogeneous variety. Then any indecom-
posable summand ofM(X) is isomorphic to Uτ{i} for some i and some τ ⊆ ∆G satisfying τk(X) ⊆ τ .
3. MOTIVIC DECOMPOSITION FOR ISOTROPIC G
Recall from [19] that for a smooth projective varietyX equipped with an action ofGm, the fixed point
locusXGm is a smooth closed subscheme of X .
Proposition 3.1. LetX and Y be smooth projective varieties equipped with an action ofGm. Let θ ∶ X →
Y be a finite surjective Gm-equivariant morphism. Then the restriction morphism θ∣XGm ∶ XGm → Y Gm
is surjective.
Proof. Pick a point y ∈ Y Gm . Clearly Gm acts on the fiber Xy =X ×Y Spec k(y). Since θ is finite, Xy is
finite. Therefore Gm fixes the underlying reduced subschemes of each point in Xy. 
AmorphismX → Y of finite type is surjective if and only if the induced mapX(Ω)→ Y (Ω) is surjective
for every algebraically closed field Ω (EGA IV, Chapter 1, §6, Proposition 6.3.10). Using this we get an
easy corollary of the above proposition.
Corollary 3.2. With notations as in Proposition 3.1, let {Xi}ni=1 and {Yi}mi=1 denote the connected com-
ponents of XGm and Y Gm respectively. Suppose θ ∶ X(Ω) → Y (Ω) is bijective for every algebraically
closed field Ω. Then n =m and after permuting indices, θ∣Xi ∶Xi(Ω) → Yi(Ω) is also bijective.
In this section we assume that G is an isotropic, semi-simple group of inner type over k. We fix an
embedding λ ∶ Gm → G of a k-split torus. Let H denote the centralizer of λ in G. Then by Theorem
6.4.7 in [35],H is connected and reductive. It is defined over k by Proposition 13.3.1 of [35]. Recall that
if XK ≃ G/P and X̃K ≃ G/P̃ , we have a canonical G-equivariant morphism θ ∶X → X̃ .
Theorem 3.3. Let X̃ be a projective pseudo-homogeneous variety forG and letX be the corresponding
projective homogeneous variety. Then each connected component of the fixed point locus X̃λ is a pro-
jective pseudo-homogeneous forH . Moreover if X̃λ = ∐ Z̃i, thenXλ = ∐Zi where Zi are the projective
H-homogeneous varieties corresponding to Z̃i
Proof. First note that H acts on X̃λ because λ(t) ⋅ h ⋅ x = h ⋅ λ(t) ⋅ x = h ⋅ x ∀h ∈ H, t ∈ Gm, x ∈ X̃λ. Let
Y be a connected component of X̃λ. It suffices to show that the action mapH ×Y → Y ×Y is surjective
on Ω-points for every algebraically closed field Ω over K. By III, §1, 1.15 of [12], the G-equivariant
morphism θ(Ω) ∶ X(Ω) Ð→ X̃(Ω) is bijective. Therefore, by Corollary 3.2, Xλ(Ω) → X̃λ(Ω) is also
bijective. So there exists a connected component Z of Xλ such that θ ∶ Z(Ω) → Y (Ω) is a bijection. By
Theorem 7.1 in [6], Z is projective homogeneous for H . Therefore the action map H × Z → Z × Z is
surjective on Ω-points. We have the following commutative diagram:
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H ×Z Z ×Z
H × Y Y × Y
(id, θ) (θ, θ)
The morphisms given by the top arrow and (θ, θ) are surjective on Ω-points as argued before. Hence
we conclude that the bottom arrow is surjective on Ω-points. This proves that each Y is projective
pseudo-homogeneous for H .
For the second part of the claim note that if x ∈ Z(K), then StabH(x) ⊆ StabH(θ(x)). This to-
gether with the bijectivity of θ ∶ Z(K) → Y (K) shows that Z is the projective homogeneous variety
corresponding to Y . 
We now analyze the action of λ on the tangent space at any point in the fixed point locus X̃λ. As
before XK ≃ G/P and X̃K ≃ G/P̃ . Let b ∈ (G/P )λ. Let a ∈ G/P be the unique point whose stabilizer
in GK is P and let b = g ⋅ a for some g ∈ G(K). Then g−1λg ⊆ T ⊆ P for some maximal torus T .
Let T ′ = gTg−1. Let β1, β2,⋯, βn be the negative roots of GK with respect to T and a Borel B such
that T ⊆ B ⊆ P . Recall from Theorem 6 in [17] that to every parabolic subscheme, one can associate a
W -function defined as follows.
Definition 3. (Definition 5 in [17]) Write N∗ to signify the set of non-negative natural numbers together
with ∞. Let φ+ denote the set of positive roots of G. A W -function on φ+ is a function, f , on φ+ with
values in N∗ satisfying the condition,
f(β) = inf
α∈supp(β)
f(α)
where supp(β) = {γ ∈ φ+∣β = γ + δ, for some δ ∈ φ+}.
Remark 3.4. In order to associate a W -function to a parabolic subscheme as in Theorem 6 in [17], the
authors of the paper assume that char K > 3. This assumption is necessary by Remark 15 in [37].
Let f be theW -function associated to P̃ and let ni = f(−βi). Without loss of generality, assume that
β1, β2,⋯, βm are the negative roots such that f(−βi) <∞.
Lemma 3.5. With the notations above, there exists a T ′-stable affine open neighborhood of θ(b) in
(G/P̃ )λ parametrized by T ′ - eigen functions with weights pniαi where αi are characters of T ′. In other
words, one can find an open set V = Spec K[X1,X2,⋯,Xm] containing θ(b) such that
t′ ⋅Xi = α
pni
i (t′) Xi ∀t′ ∈ T ′
Proof. Let U0P denote the opposite of the unipotent radical of P . By Theorem 1 in [17], U = U
0
P ⋅ θ(a) =
Spec K[Y1, Y2,⋯, Ym] is an affine open neighborhood of θ(a) invariant under T , where
t ⋅ Yi = β
pni
i (t) Yi ∀t ∈ T
Consider the affine open neighborhood V = gU0P ⋅ θ(a) of θ(b). Then
T ′ ⋅ V = T ′gU0P ⋅ θ(a) = gTU0P ⋅ θ(a) = gU0P ⋅ θ(a) = V
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So V is T ′-invariant. Moreover V = Spec K[X1,X2,⋯,Xm] whereXi = g−1 ⋅Yi. Let αi be the character
of T ′ defined by αi(t′) = βi(g−1t′g) ∀t′ ∈ T ′. For any point x ∈ V , write x = gy where y ∈ U . Then
t′ ⋅Xi(x) = t′ ⋅ (g−1 ⋅ Yi)(gy) = Yi(g−1t′gy)
= βp
ni
i (g−1t′g)Yi(y) = αp
ni
i (t′) Xi(x) ∀t′ ∈ T ′

Lemma 3.6. For any point b ∈ Xλ, the dimension of positive eigenspaces of the λ-action on the tangent
spaces at b and θ(b) are equal.
Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma over the algebraic closure K where XK ≃ G/P and X̃K ≃ G/P̃ .
So assume that k = K. By Lemma 3.5, there exists an affine open cover U = Spec K[Y1, Y2,⋯, Ym] of
b and an affine open cover V = Spec K[X1,X2,⋯,Xm] of θ(b) parametrized by λ-eigen functions with
weights {αi} and {pniαi} respectively. Let Yi ∈ mb/m2b and Xi ∈ mθ(b)/m2θ(b) denote the cosets of Yi and
Xi respectively. Note that {Yi} and {Xi} form a basis for mb/m2b and mθ(b)/m2θ(b)respectively . It is now
easy to see that the span of Yi is a positive eigenspace for λ if and only if the span ofXi is so. By taking
the dual, we are done.

By Theorem 2.5, Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.6, we get the following motivic decomposition for X̃ .
Corollary 3.7. Let X̃ andX be as in Theorem 3.3. Then
M(X̃) =∐
i
M(Z̃i){ai}
and
M(X) =∐
i
M(Zi){ai}
where Z̃i is projective pseudo-homogeneous for H and Zi is the corresponding projective homogeneous
variety. The twists ai are dimensions of the positive eigenspace of the action of λ on the tangent space of
X at an arbitrary point z ∈ Zi.
Applying the above result inductively, we see that each of the components in the decomposition are
projective (pseudo-) homogeneous for the centralizer Z(S) of a maximal k-split torus S. By Proposition
2.2 in [4], we have an almost direct product decomposition Z(S) = DZ(S) ⋅ Z where Z is the center
of Z(S) and DZ(S) is the semi-simple anisotropic kernel. Since the center of a group is contained
in every parabolic subscheme, it acts trivially on any projective pseudo-homogeneous variety. Hence,
each of the Z̃i (respectively Zi) are projective pseudo-homogeneous (respectively homogeneous) for the
adjoint group of the semi-simple anisotropic kernel. Therefore we conclude:
Corollary 3.8. Let X̃ andX be as in Theorem 3.3. Then
M(X̃) =∐
i
M(Z̃i){ai}
and
M(X) =∐
i
M(Zi){ai}
where each Z̃i (respectively Zi) is either Spec k or anisotropic projective pseudo-homogeneous (respec-
tively homogeneous) variety for the semi-simple anisotropic kernel of G.
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Proof. From Corollary 3.7, each Z̃i is projective pseudo-homogeneous variety forH . Let (Z̃i)K ≃ H/Q̃,
for a parabolic subgroup scheme Q̃ of HK . If Z̃i is anisotropic we are done. Suppose Z̃i is isotropic,
i.e., Z̃i has a k-point. Then its stabilizer is defined over k by Proposition 12.1.2 in [35]. Without loss of
generality we can assume that Q̃ is defined over k. Since k is perfect, the underlying reduced scheme
Q is also defined over k and hence is isomorphic to Q(λ) for some co-character λ of H defined over k
(Lemma 15.1.2 in [35]). So H is isotropic. If λ is a central torus, Q(λ) = H and Z̃i ≃ Spec k. If λ is
non-central, then we can inductively use Corollary 3.7 to get the result. 
4. ROST NILPOTENCE
In this section we prove that Rost nilpotence principle holds for projective pseudo-homogeneous vari-
eties.
Proof of Theorem 1.1: The proof is similar to the one in [6]. For a field extension L/k, let nL denote the
number of terms appearing in the decomposition of Corollary 3.8 for the the motive of the GL-variety
X̃L. Clearly, L ⊂ M ⇒ nM ≥ nL and the maximal number of terms in the coproduct occurs precisely
when each Z̃i is Spec L. In particular, this happens when L =K.
Claim: Set N(d,n) = (d + 1)nK−n where d is the dimension of X̃. Then, for any morphism f ∈
End(M(X̃)) with f ⊗K = 0, fN(d,nk) = 0.
The claim obviously implies the theorem. Note that when nk = nK , M(X̃) completely splits into
Tate motives and End(M(X̃)) = Ch0(Spec k)⊕r for some r. Therefore the claim is valid for nk = nK .
Now we use descending induction on n = nk. Let f ∈ End(M(X̃)) be an endomorphism in the kernel
of the base change map. If all components Z̃i appearing in the motivic decomposition of Corollary
3.8 are isotropic, n is maximal and the claim is already proved. If not, pick a point z in one of the
anisotropic components Zi and set L = k(z). Over L, Z̃i is isotropic. Therefore, the number ni = nL
of terms appearing in the motivic decomposition of X̃L is strictly greater than n. Thus the claim holds
forM(X̃L) and fN(d,ni)L = 0. Since N(d,ni) ≤ N(d,n + 1), it follows that fN(d,n+1)L = 0. Now we use
Theorem 3.1 in [5] to conclude that the composition
M(Z̃i){ai} j1Ð→M(X̃) f
(d+1)N(d,n+1)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→M(X̃)
vanishes where the first arrow comes from the coproduct decomposition. Since for each summand the
composition is zero, we are done.
5. SPLIT CASE
In this section we assume that G is split, so that X̃ ≃ G/P̃ andX ≃ G/P . The goal of this section is to
understand the cellular structure of G/P̃ and compute its motive.
Lemma 5.1. X̃ is a cellular variety i.e., it has decomposition into affine cells. Moreover, the affine cells
can be obtained by the image of the Schubert cells in G/P under θ ∶ G/P → G/P̃ .
Proof. We follow the proof of §2.2 in [30]. We know thatX = G/P is cellular because G/P is a disjoint
union of Schubert cellsC(w) = UwP /P where U is the unipotent radical ofB. LetX(w) = C(w) be the
corresponding Schubert variety. Let X̃(w) be the scheme theoretic image of X(w) in X̃ = G/P̃ under
the canonical map θ ∶ G/P → G/P̃ . Call it a Schubert variety in X̃ . We get a filtration X̃ = X̃0 ⊇ X̃1 ⊇
X̃2 ⊇ . . . where X̃i is the union of codimension i Schubert varieties in X̃ and X̃i − X̃i+1 = ∐θ(C(w)).
Here θ(C(w)) are disjoint because θ is bijective. Moreover θ is U-equivariant and U acts transitively
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on θ(C(w)). Therefore by IV.3.16 in [12], θ(C(w)) is affine. So X̃ is a disjoint union of affine cells
θ(C(w)). 
Lemma 5.2. Wtih the notations in the proof of Lemma 5.1, the classes of Schubert varieties [X̃(w)]
form a basis for the Chow group of G/P̃ . As a consequence Chi(G/P̃ ) ≃ Chi(G/P ).
Proof. By Example 1.9.1 in [15], it is clear that the classes of Schubert varieties [X̃(w)] form a basis
for Ch∗(G/P̃ ) and we get an isomorphism
Ch∗(G/P )→ Ch∗(G/P̃ )
[X(w)]→ [X̃(w)]

Theorem 5.3. The motiveM(X̃) is split i.e., it decomposes into direct sum of Tate motives. Moreover,
M(X) ≃M(X̃).
Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 3.8. Alternatively, one can also argue as follows. The fact
thatM(X̃) splits into Tate motives follows by Lemma 5.1, and Theorem 2.4. Now observe that for any
variety whose motive splits into Tate motives, the rank of the ith Chow group is equal to the number of
summands isomorphic to Λ{i}. Therefore by Lemma 5.2,M(X) ≃M(X̃). 
6. NON-SPLIT CASE
Now we remove the assumption that G is split but keep the assumption that it is inner over k. In
this section we show that, the motive of any projective pseudo-homogeneous variety for G is same as
the corresponding projective homogeneous variety. Recall the following well know fact about parabolic
subgroups ([36]).
Fact 6.1. Let G be a semi-simple algebraic group over a field k. Let P be a parabolic subgroup corre-
sponding to subset τ of nodes of the Dynkin diagram (See §2.1). Let P denote the conjugacy class of P .
Then P contains a parabolic subgroup defined over k if and only if the nodes in τ are circled in the Tits
index of G over k and τ is invariant under the ∗-action of Gal(K/k).
In our case, since G is assumed to be inner over k, the ∗-action is trivial. Let X and X̃ be as before.
Lemma 6.2. Let F be any field extension of k. Then X has an F -point iff X̃ has an F -point.
Proof. Clearly if X has an F -point, its image via the canonical map X → X̃ gives an F -point on X̃ .
Now assume that X̃ has an F -point. Let F ′ be the perfect closure of F . Then by Proposition 12.1.2 of
[35] the stabilizer in G of this F -point is defined over F ′. Without loss of generality we can assume that
P̃ is defined over F ′. Since F ′ is perfect the underlying reduced subscheme P is also defined over F ′.
Let τ be the subset of nodes of Dynkin diagram corresponding to P . Since G is inner over k, it is inner
over F . Therefore the ∗-action is trivial over F . Moreover, by Exercise 13.2.5 (4) in [35], the Tits index
of F ′ and F are the same. Therefore by Fact 6.1, the conjugacy class P of P contains an F -defined
parabolic and therefore X has an F -point. 
Note that by Theorem 1.2, the motiveM(X̃) satisfies the Krull-Schmidt principle. Therefore we can
talk about the unique upper summand UX̃ ofM(X̃).
Corollary 6.3. Let X and X̃ be as above. Then in Chow(k,Λ), UX ≃ UX̃ .
Proof. By Corollary 2.15 of [24], it suffices to show multiplicity one correspondences α ∶ M(X) →
M(X̃) and β ∶ M(X̃) → M(X). Take α to be the correspondence induced from the canonical map
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X → X̃ . For β, first observe that X̃ has an k(X̃)-point. Then by Lemma 6.2, so does X . Now take β to
be the correspondence induced from the rational map X̃ ⇢X .

Notation: For a variety X , Ai(X,Λ) denotes the ith Chow group of X with coefficients in Λ graded by
codimension. We simply write Ai if X and Λ are clear from the context. A≥i denotes⊕j≥iAj . Similarly
define A>i, A≤i and A<i.
Ai(X,Λ) denotes the ith Chow group of X with coefficients in Λ graded by dimension. We make
similar definitions for A≥i, A>i, A≤i and A<i.
Recall that for a motiveM , Chi(M) is defined as Hom(M,Λ{i}) in the category Chow(k,Λ).
Definition: Let ǫ be the function on the objects of Chow(k,Λ) defined as follows:
ǫ ∶ Ob(Chow(k,Λ))Ð→ N ⋃ {−∞}
M z→min{i ∣Chi(MK) ≠ 0}
6.1. Proof of Theorem 1.3. SinceX is projective homogeneous variety for G, by Theorem 1.1 of [23],
every indecomposable summandM ofM(X) is isomorphic to UY {i} for some projective homogeneous
variety Y corresponding to τ such that τ ⊇ τL. By condition (2), UYL{i} comes from an indecomposable
summand M̃ ofM(Z) (Here UYL denotes the upper motive of YL. It is not the same as (UY )L. But is the
upper motive of (UY )L). We claim thatM ≃ M̃ . It is clear that ifM and N are distinct (may or may not
be isomorphic) indecomposable summands ofM(X), M̃ and Ñ are distinct indecomposable summands
of M(X̃). This together with condition (2) implies that it suffices to prove the claim to complete the
proof.
The proof of the claim is by induction on ǫ(M). For the base case ǫ(M) = 0, the claim clearly holds by
condition (1). Now let M ≃ UY {i} be a summand ofM(X) as above. Then ǫ(M) = i and assume that
for all indecomposable summandsN with ǫ(N) < i, N ≃ Ñ . WriteM(X) = P ⊕Q where ǫ(P ′) < i for
every indecomposable summand P ′ of P and ǫ(Q) ≥ i . Then by induction hypothesis,M(Z) ≃ P ⊕R.
By Theorem 2.3,QL ≃ RL. By assumptionM is a summand ofQ and so M̃ is a summand ofR. Observe
that ǫ(M̃L) = i as ǫ(QL) ≥ i. Therefore if π ∈ End(M(Z)) is the projector giving rise to the summand
M̃ , then πL = ∑ bk ×ak ∈∑I Ar ×Ar for a multiset I such that r ≥ i for every r ∈ I and ak ⋅ bj = δkj (Here
δkj is the Kronecker delta function).
To complete the proof, it suffices to find α ∶ M(Y ){i} Ð→ M̃ and β ∶ M̃ Ð→ M(Y ){i} such that
mult(β ○α) = 1 (See Lemma 2.14 of [24]).
For a motive N over k, let N denote the motive base changed to L and for a variety V over k, V
denotes V ×Spec k L.
First note that we have a ∈ Hom(Λ{i},M(Z)) = Ai(Z) given by Λ{i} ↪ UYL{i} ↪ M(Z) and
b ∈ Hom(M(Z),Λ{i}) = Ai(Z) given by M(Z) → UYL{i} → Λ{i} such that mult(b ○ a) = 1 i.e.,
a ⋅ b = 1. Observe that with this notation, π = b × a +∑k bk × ak where bk × ak ∈ A≥i ×A≥i, a ⋅ bk = 0 ∀bk
and ak ⋅ b = 0 ∀ak.
Construction of α:
Let α1 ∈ Hom(M(YL){i},M(ZL)) = Adim Z−i(YL × ZL) be given by M(YL){i} → UYL{i} ↪
M(XL) ≃Ð→M(ZL). Then
α1 ∈ 1 × a +A>0 ×A>i
Let α2 be the image of α1 under the pull back of Chow groups
Adim Z−i(YL ×L ZL)Ð→ Adim Z−i(Spec L(Y ) ×L ZL)
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induced by Spec L(Y ) ×L ×ZL → YL ×L ZL ≃ (Y ×Z)L. Then
α2 = Spec L(Y ) × a.
Since τL ⊆ τ , X has an k(Y )-point. So k(Y )(X)/k(Y ) = L(Y )/k(Y ) is purely transcendental.
Therefore α2 is k(Y ) rational. So α2 ∈ Adim Z−i(Spec k(Y ) × Z). Let α′ be any preimage of α2 under
the surjective map of Chow groups
Adim Z−i(Y ×Z)↠ Adim Z−i(Spec k(Y ) ×Z)
induced by Spec k(Y ) ×Z → Y ×Z. Then
α′ ∈ 1 × a +A>0 ×A>i
Let p ∶M(Z)→ M̃ be the projection from our decomposition. Define
α = p ○ α′
Construction of β:
Let β1 ∈Hom(M(ZL),M(YL){i}) be given byM(ZL) ≃Ð→M(XL)→ UYL{i}→M(YL){i}. Then,
β1 ∈ b × y +A
>i ×A>0
where y is the class of a point in Y . Let β2 be an element in the inverse image of β1 under the surjective
map of Chow groups
Adim Y +i(Z ×X × Y )↠ Adim Y +i(ZL × YL)
induced by ZL ×L YL ≃ (Z ×k Y )×Spec k(X)→ Z ×Y ×X → Z ×X ×Y where the last map is obtained
by switching second and third factors. Then
β2 ∈ b × 1 × y +A
>i × 1 ×A>0 +A∗ ×A>0 ×A∗
Recall that π ∈ End(M(Z)) is the projector giving the summand M̃ . Let β3 = β2 ○ π where β2 is
thought of as an element in Hom(M(Z),M(X × Y ){i − dim X}). Then
β3 ∈ p134∗[(b × a × 1 × 1 +∑
k
bk × ak × 1 × 1) ⋅ (1 × b × 1 × y + 1 ×A>i × 1 ×A>0 + 1 ×A∗ ×A>0 ×A∗)]
β3 ∈ b × 1 × y +A
i ×A>0 ×A∗ +A>i × 1 ×A>0 +A>i ×A>0 ×A∗
By condition (1) in the hypothesis of the theorem UX ≃ UZ . This implies by Corollary 2.15 of [24]
that we have a multiplicity 1 correspondence Γ ∈ Adim Z(Z ×X) . Then Γ = 1 × x +A>0 ×A>0 where x
refers to the class of a point inX .
Now Γ × 1 ∈ Adim Z+dim Y (Z × X × Y ). Define β′ = p13∗[(Γ × 1) ⋅ β3] ∈ Adim Y +i(Z × Y ) =
Hom(M(Z),M(Y ){i}). Then
β′ ∈ p13∗[(1 × x × 1 +A>0 ×A>0 × 1) ⋅ (b × 1 × y +Ai ×A>0 ×A∗ +A>i × 1 ×A>0 +A>i ×A>0 ×A∗)]
β′ ∈ b × y +A>i ×A>0
Now define β = β′ ○ q where q ∶ M̃ ↪M(Z) is inclusion map from our decomposition.
We now see that β ○ α = β′ ○ q ○ p ○ α′ = β′ ○ π ○ α′. Note that
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π ○ α′ ∈ p13∗[(1 × a × 1 +A>0 ×A>i × 1) ⋅ (1 × b × a +∑
k
1 × bk × ak)]
π ○ α′ ∈ 1 × a +A>0 ×A>i
Finally we see that
β ○ α ∈ p13∗[(1 × a × 1 +A>0 ×A>i × 1) ⋅ (1 × b × y + 1 ×A>i ×A>0)]
β ○α ∈ 1 × y +A>0 ×A>0
Therefore,mult(β ○ α) = 1.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.5.
6.2. Proof of Theorem 1.5. We will prove by induction on n = rank(G). The claim is trivially true for
n = 0. Assume that the claim is true for all groups with rank less than n. Let rank(G) = n. We can assume
that X ≠ Spec(k) (otherwise there is nothing to prove). Let L = k(X) and G′ the anisotropic kernel
of GL. Then rank(G′) < rank(G). Now by Corollary 3.8, M(X̃L) = ∐iM(Z̃i){ai} and M(XL) =
∐iM(Zi){ai} where Z̃i is projective pseudo-homogeneous for G′ and Zi the corresponding projective
homogeneous variety. By induction hypothesis, we haveM(Z̃i) ≃M(Zi) and thusM(X̃L) ≃M(XL).
Moreover by Corollary 6.3 UX ≃ UX̃ . Therefore, by Theorem 1.3, we are done.
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